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of a photosensitive material by exposure 
to light, or the direct deposition of inks or 
solutions with suitable viscoelastic proper-
ties, to build 3D objects in a layer-by-layer 
fashion, starting from a digital model. 
Materials printable by AM methods 
include polymers,[3] metals,[4,5] ceramics,[6] 
nanocomposites,[7] and soft matter.[8] In 
this way, components with unprecedented 
complex geometries can be obtained, with 
potential impact in numerous fields, such 
as aerospace and automotive,[9,10] tissue 
engineering,[11,12] microfluidics,[13,14] and 
energy storage.[15]

The interest toward AM methods is 
mainly motivated by their capability of gen-
erating 3D items with elaborate architec-
ture, and by the possibility of remarkably 
simplifying the design of devices, making 
it more stable and robust. AM technolo-

gies also allow material waste to be greatly reduced compared 
to conventional top-down manufacturing. Furthermore, at vari-
ance with conventional optical or electron-beam lithographies, 
AM methods allow devices to be printed or manufactured on 
nonplanar surfaces, curvilinear substrates, and tortuous 3D 
patterns.[16] For instance, through preliminary scanning of real 
surfaces, their shape can be precisely considered in the digital 
design of the desired object, as well as in the manufacturing 
process. In turn, such flexibility leads to new opportunities for 
system integration, allowing different components of a mul-
tipart functional system to be assembled and interconnected 
along the out-of-plane direction, that is, along the third (vertical) 
spatial dimension. All these aspects are of paramount impor-
tance in the fields of photonics and optoelectronics, where most 
of components (light sources, lasers, lenses, waveguides, and 
photodetectors) have been traditionally pushed in either planar 
geometries or, when presenting simple 3D shapes (e.g., cylin-
drical or spherical, or combination of them) have been mostly 
assembled in planar configurations. In the last decade, instead, 
many truly 3D photonic components have emerged, featuring a 
range of novel or improved optical properties or device charac-
teristics. These systems include 3D photonic crystals and meta-
materials,[17,18] where the light propagation and light–matter 
interaction can be precisely tailored to enhance reflection, 
absorption, and amplification in specific spectral bands, 3D 
interferometers,[19,20] and omnidirectional optical couplers for 
improved injection and extraction of photons.[21] Furthermore, 
the manipulation of light by 3D free-form optical components 
and lenses with aspheric surfaces is expected to enhance optical 
resolution and to compensate aberrations in vision components 
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1. Introduction

Additive manufacturing (AM) is experiencing a rapid evolution 
in its relevant technologies, which are constantly shifting from 
object prototyping at small scale to much more comprehen-
sive fabrication platforms. Currently available AM techniques 
encompass various methods, categorized in seven groups 
highlighting the basic mechanism used for material pro-
cessing.[1,2] Most of additive technologies exploit either curing 
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for robots, drones, and, more generally, autonomous movable 
systems.[22] Finally, 3D printing might critically support the 
integration of optoelectronics in soft, nonplanar systems. These 
can include gloves, bioimplants, endoscopes, catheters, contact 
lenses, glasses, and optical fibers, leading to new approaches 
for real-time monitoring of physiological parameters in medical 
applications,[23–25] production of injectable devices for optoge-
netics,[26] and enhancement of the sensorial experience in aug-
mented and virtual reality.[27–29]

However, the development of 3D photonics and optoelec-
tronics has been slowed down by a few stringent requirements 
associated to these applications, in terms of i) optical properties 
of the used materials, ii) spatial resolution needed to be achieved 
by the fabrication processes, and iii) necessary uniformity of the 
interfaces between diverse materials. All these issues greatly 
affect the performance of optical devices. For instance, the trans-
port of light along a passive waveguide is affected by propaga-
tion losses made up by the sum of several contributions:[30] the 
absorption of the used material at the frequency of the propa-
gating light, the Rayleigh scattering by inhomogeneities of the 
bulk (i.e., local variations of the refractive index, density, compo-
sition), the Rayleigh scattering by defects at the waveguide sur-
face, and leakages due to light coupling with the surrounding 
materials or environment. In order to realize these components 
additively, first printable materials have to be developed with low 
absorption at the target wavelengths. In addition, these materials 
should exhibit well-suited optical properties (e.g., luminescence, 
optical gain, nonlinear optical response) in order to build active 
and functional photonic elements. Preserving the function of 
active materials during printing might be challenging, since the 
use of UV radiation or processing at high temperature might 
modify the absorption and emission bands, decrease the emis-
sion quantum yield, and suppress optical gain in many organic 
compounds.[31,32] Finally, a tight process control is needed to print 
with high uniformity both in the bulk and at interfaces, thus 
reducing undesired losses due to light scattering. The quality of 
interfaces is also critical for those devices, such as light-emitting 
diodes (LEDs) or solar cells, where charge injection or extraction 
is present and where optically active layers are adjacent to metals 
or to hole- and electron-transporting layers, because the presence 
of defects and trap states greatly decreases the efficiency of the 
current-to-light or light-to-current conversion.

This progress report presents the recent progress in AM tech-
nologies specifically addressed to the fabrication of photonic 
and optoelectronic devices, and a few perspective directions for 
this vibrant field. The most promising approaches are reviewed, 
with focus on available printable optical materials, resolution 
achievable, generated geometries, and on the additive fabrica-
tion of light sources, waveguides, photonic crystals and meta-
materials, optical sensors, and microscale optical components. 
In the last section, future challenges and opportunities of 3D 
printing technologies for photonics and optoelectronics are pre-
sented and discussed.

2. Light Exposure-Based Additive Technologies

Light interacting with photosensitive materials can trigger a 
series of chemical reactions, which can be exploited to produce 

patterns with micrometric or sub-micrometric resolution.[3] 
This is what is commonly done in photolithography, where UV 
light is used to pattern a resist by texturing a beam through a 
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photomask, which contains the motifs to be transferred. Simi-
larly, in direct laser writing,[33,34] a laser beam is directed on the 
resist, modifying locally the chemicophysical properties of the 
organic layer, and the desired pattern is realized by scanning 
the beam. UV photolithography and laser writing allow 2D 
microstructures to be generated, and they are widely used for 
industrial production in microelectronics, optoelectronics, and 
photonics. The extension of photopolymerization methods to 
the fabrication of complex, 3D items is accomplished by imple-
menting a layer-by-layer approach, in which the desired object 
is sliced in various 2D layers which are built consecutively, each 
individual layer being obtained by exposing a photosensitive 
material to structured light or to a scanning laser beam, 
similarly to photolithography and to laser writing.

2.1. Stereolithography

The invention of stereolithography (STL) by C. Hull in 1986[35] 
has opened the field of 3D printing, enabling the fabrication 
of 3D components through the photopolymerization of UV-
sensitive resins. In a typical STL process, an UV laser beam is 
focused on a liquid prepolymer, composed of suitable mono-
mers and/or oligomers, and photoinitiators triggering the 
polymerization reaction. Curing can occur through the pro-
duction of free radicals, the generation of cationic species, and 
other pathways.[36–38] Critical process parameters are typically 
given by the concentration of photoinitiators, the intensity of 
the laser and its in-plane scanning speed.[39] For instance, a 
characteristic light dose is required to initiate the formation of 
the polymer network, which is related, among other variables, 
to the absorption coefficient of the photoinitiators and to the 
concentration of dissolved oxygen (which generally inhibits 
the polymerization process). Similar considerations hold for 
the photopoly-merization rate.[39] Recently, geometrical con-
straints, confining the volume of photocurable polymers, have 
also been found to modify the curing kinetics,[40] slowing down 
poly merization and introducing a complex temporal behavior 
(polychromatic process). This aspect might be pivotal for 
building objects made by nanocomposite materials, where the 
addition of nanoparticles in the prepolymeric resin can intro-
duce geometrical constraints and heterogeneous interfaces, 
significantly affecting the development of polymer networks 
during photopolymerization. For example, the addition of silica 
nanoparticles to a mixture of acrylate-functionalized oligomers 
leads to an increase of the light dose needed to fully polymerize 
the nanocomposite,[41] and quantum dots (QDs) are found to 
decrease the polymerization rate of acrylate monomers.[42]

In addition, the inclusion of nanoparticles to prepolymers 
raises some concerns for the potential increase of opacity and 
the spatial variations of the refractive index, leading to light 
scattering. Preventing particle aggregation and improving 
the stability of suspensions in photocurable resins through 
organic surface modifiers greatly help in producing trans-
parent 3D printed nanocomposites (optical transmission 
> 90% in the 400–1100 nm spectral range).[41] Used with laser 
STL, this approach also reduces the shrinkage and distortions 
in printed structures, improving the resulting mechanical 
properties.[41]

The choice of the monomers and oligomers in resins for 
STL depends on the final desired application. Acrylate-based 
compounds are widely used in photonics due to their good 
optical transparency.[3] However, the variety of relevant mate-
rials printable by UV STL is continuously increasing, an 
effort which is also motivated by some disadvantages related 
to the use of acrylates such as yellowing upon aging, limited 
mechanical properties, and poor biocompatibility.[3] In such 
framework, glass is the material of choice for many optical 
components (lenses, optical fibers, optical windows). Recently, 
a STL approach for processing fused silica glass has been 
introduced,[43] which is based on using a nanocomposite pre-
polymer with amorphous silica nanoparticles dispersed in 
a photocurable matrix of the monomer hydroxyethylmeth-
acrylate (Figure 1a). The nanocomposite prepolymer solidifies 
in 3D upon STL, and a two-step, postprinting thermal treat-
ment is carried out to convert the printed object to fused silica 
glass. At first, the organic matrix is decomposed by heating 
up to 600 °C, then sintering at 1300 °C leads to printed glass 
(Figure 1b), which exhibits optical transparency comparable to 
those of commercially available equivalents (Figure 1c), and can 
be colored by adding metal salts in the prepolymer (Figure 1d).

A major limit of laser STL, which is an intrinsically serial 
process, is in its low printing speed. Substantial variants have 
been introduced in this respect, to cure individual layers in a 
single step by projecting patterns onto the prepolymer instead 
of scanning by a laser beam. Projection is performed by using 
an UV-illuminated digital system, such as a digital micromirror 
array device[44–46] or a liquid-crystal phase mask.[47] The versa-
tility of such approach, known as digital light processing (DLP) 
is exemplified in Figure 2a–c, which displays a pH sensor 
printed on the surface of a tapered optical microfiber.[46] The 
pattern is made of the ionic hydrogel, poly(acrylic acid) (PAA), 
which shows pH-dependent swelling when immersed in solu-
tions with pH in the range 2–7. Upon printing, the PAA micro-
pads shrink, thus applying a periodic strain on the fiber and 
consequently coupling the fundamental guided mode and 
cladding modes by resonant scattering,[46] which leads to a pH-
dependent dip in the fiber transmission spectra (Figure 2d). 
The sensors show reversible response, with characteristic time 
of about 102 s (Figure 2e).

Vertical growth rates for objects made by DLP can be 
speeded up to 1 m h−1 by inhibiting free-radical polymerization 
through O2 diffusion,[48] a method where almost continuous 
printing is achieved by letting a thin layer of uncured prepoly-
mer between the last polymerized layer and the transparent 
substrate through which light exposure occurs. This is accom-
plished by using an O2-permeable substrate, by which the resin 
photopolymerization is locally inhibited, and a continuous 
renewal of reactive, liquid resin is obtained in the layer exposed 
to UV light.

The spatial resolution of laser STL and projection technol-
ogies is typically in the range 10–100 µm. Optical diffraction 
sets fundamental limits to the minimum size of a focused light 
beam and, consequently, to the in-plane resolution, whereas 
the vertical resolution is limited by the capability of depositing 
very thin layers of prepolymers in between the exposure steps 
of consecutive slices. For UV light at 405 nm (currently used 
in commercially available laser STL 3D printers), the nominal, 
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minimum spot size of a laser beam focused by low-numerical 
aperture (NA) optics (NA < 0.1) is ≥2 µm, according to the Abbe 
relation. Another important aspect consists in the possibly ani-
sotropic physical properties of structures printed layer-by-layer 
and with different in-plane and vertical spatial resolutions.[49] 
Little is known about the eventual anisotropy of the achieved 
optical properties. Instead, various studies are focused on 
methods for improving the characteristic pixelated and step-case 
surface roughness, that is also detrimental for applications in 
optics. For instance, in-plane roughness can be compensated by 
overexposure in STL, and by defocusing projected layer images 
in DLP. A new approach takes advantages of grayscale photo-
polymerization[50] and meniscus equilibrium postcuring,[51] 
improving significantly the finish of curved surfaces printed 
by DLP (achieved surface roughness < 7 nm), and allowing  
millimeter-scale lenses to be obtained with imaging capability 
in line with standard optical components.[52] Overall, spatial 
resolution and surface finishing remain issues, which are espe-
cially relevant for realizing optical components and devices 
operating at visible and near-infrared (NIR) wavelengths. In 
this respect, other STL methods are being engineered, which 
rely on nonlinear optical absorption[53] to improve the spatial 
resolution well below diffraction limits. Exploiting nonlinear 
absorption also allows the layer-by-layer concept to build objects 
to be overcome, enabling the continuous production of arbi-
trary 3D geometries.

2.2. Multiphoton Stereolithography

Multiphoton stereolithography (MP-STL) is a laser-based 
AM technique with resolution reaching a few tens of 

nanometers.[54–56] When an ultrafast laser (pulse duration 
of tens or hundreds of femtoseconds) is focused inside the 
volume of a transparent, photosensitive material, the high 
intensity of the beam can induce multiphoton absorption 
within the focal voxel, causing local curing. Moving the beam 
along a continuous trajectory allows high-resolution 3D struc-
tures to be obtained, in a free-form manner and without the 
need to build the objects layer-by-layer. This significantly sup-
presses the presence of morphological or optical anisotropies 
between in-plane and vertical directions. As a result, 3D objects 
with smooth surfaces can be realized,[57] a property that makes 
MP-STL particularly suitable for the fabrication of optical and 
optoelectronic components.

Like in any other lithographic technique, in order to 
recover the 3D pattern one needs to “develop” the sample, by 
immersing it into an appropriate solvent. However, MP-STL 
has characteristic capabilities that no other technique can pro-
vide. On one hand, classic 3D printing such as STL cannot 
make structures with resolution better than a few micro- 
meters, as mentioned above. On the other hand, high-resolution 
methods such as electron-beam lithography and focused ion 
beam can only pattern the surface layer of films; multiple layers 
and complex multistep depositions are required to fabricate 
anything resembling a 3D structure. The basic principles, chal-
lenges, and applications of MP-STL are described extensively in 
several reviews and books and are beyond the scope of this pro-
gress report.[58–60] Here, we will concentrate on the applications 
of MP-STL in photonics, namely in the fabrication of micro-
optical elements and electromagnetic metamaterial structures.

Hybrid material technology deserves to be introduced in 
this framework, since this is prominent in MP-STL addressing 
photonic applications. The first materials employed in MP-STL 
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Figure 1. 3D printed transparent glass. a) Schematics of the printing process of fused silica glass: first amorphous silica powder is mixed with an 
UV-curable monomer, and the resulting nanocomposite resin is patterned by STL. The polymerized material is then converted in fused silica glass 
through debinding and sintering thermal treatments. Scale bar: 7 mm. b) Example of a 3D-printed and sintered glass structure. Scale bar: 5 mm. 
c) UV–visible transmission spectrum of printed and sintered glass (black continuous line). The spectrum of commercial fused silica is shown for 
comparison. d) Example of colored fused silica glasses obtained upon doping with metal salts. Reproduced with permission.[43] Copyright 2017, 
Macmillan Publishers Limited.
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were acrylate photopolymers and the high aspect ratio, nega-
tive photoresist SU-8.[61–63] However, the photonics commu-
nity very quickly switched to using organic–inorganic hybrid 
materials prepared by sol–gel processes.[64–66] These methods 
are based on the phase transformation of a sol of metallic 
oxide or alkoxide precursors to form a wet macromolecular 
hybrid network structure. The gel formed is subsequently 
reacted through MP-STL to give a product similar to glass. 
The sol–gel technology provides a powerful tool for the devel-
opment of optical materials by MP-STL, as the resulting sam-
ples show high optical transparency and quality, postprocessing 
chemical and electrochemical inertness, and good mechanical 
and chemical stability. In addition, various functional com-
pounds or nanosystems can be incorporated by employing 
guest–host or side chain–main chain strategies. Examples are 
metal alkoxides,[67,68] nonlinear optical molecules,[69] QDs,[70] 
and conducting ionogels and graphene.[71] The most widely 
used hybrid materials are the silicate OrmoComp (and its dif-
ferent formulations) developed by the Fraunhofer Institute of 

Silicate Research[72] and commercially supplied by Microresist 
Technology,[73] and the zirconium silicate SZ2080.[74–78] Exam-
ples of 3D components made by the latter material are shown 
in Figure 3a,b.

Various miniaturized photonic structures have been 
developed by MP-STL, taking advantage of the sub-micro-
meter spatial resolution of the process and of the availability 
of materials with excellent transparency, as highlighted 
above. The obtained micro-optical elements can be used 
for beam focusing and collimation, shaping, and imaging. 
For instance, MP-STL is highly suitable for fabricating com-
plex systems of lenses, as they can be made in a single step, 
without requiring further assembly.[54] Freestanding com-
pound optics, such as micro-objective lenses (Figure 3c–e),[79] 
pave the path for other relevant miniaturized systems such 
as endoscopes and microillumination elements. Compound 
optics can be even built directly on functional surfaces or 
devices as shown in Figure 3f–i, where lenses with different 
fields-of-view have been printed onto a single complementary 
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Figure 2. DLP-printed pH optical sensor. a) Scheme of 3D printing system used to fabricate the PAA microstructures on the surface of an optical 
tapered fiber. b) pH-sensing device. c) Optical microscopy image of a tapered optical fiber with a diameter of 30 µm. The insets c1, c2, and c3 show 
confocal microscopy images of PAA micropads printed on the fiber, with sizes: 325 × 100 µm2 (c1), 325 × 300 µm2 (c2) and 325 × 600 µm2 (c3). Insets 
in (c1–c3): photo of the devices. d) Reversible shift of the wavelength of the optical transmission dip versus pH. The inset shows the transmission 
spectra of the printed device at various values of pH. e) Dynamic response of the printed optical sensor (i.e., wavelength shift, left vertical scale) to 
different pH solutions (right vertical scale). Reproduced with permission.[46] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) sensor.[22] Similarly, 
MP-STL might be used to fabricate optical systems on fiber 
ends directly (Figure 4a,b), eliminating also in this case the 
need for further assembly and consequent errors. There are 
optical fibers bearing ultra-compact lens objectives (spher-
ical, cylindrical, toric lenses) with numerous refractive 
surfaces,[74,79,80] parabolic microreflectors,[81] free-form optical 
elements for donut and top-hat beam shaping,[82,83] axicons,[84] 
and sensors.[85,86]

Another class of systems which can be manufactured by 
MP-STL are metamaterials. These photonic elements do 
not exist in nature; their name derives from the Greek word 
“meta,” which means “beyond.” They are artificially engineered 
metallo-dielectric structures whose electromagnetic proper-
ties are due to their architecture and not to the chemistry of 
their base components.[87] In metamaterials, an assembly of 
structures can replace the role that atoms and molecules have 
in conventional materials, and elementary units are usually 
arranged in periodic patterns, at scales smaller than operating 
wavelengths. By appropriately designing and building meta-
material architectures, many new and unusual optical proper-
ties have been demonstrated such as negative refractive index, 
magnetism at optical frequencies, perfect absorption, and 
enhanced optical nonlinearities, in turn leading to original 
applications including ultrahigh-resolution imaging, compact 
polarization optics, and cloaking devices.[88–91] However, the 
vast majority of materials printable with MP-STL are dielec-
trics, so metal 3D metamaterials cannot be produced directly 
yet. There have been a few attempts employing multiphoton 
reduction of metals, but neither the achieved resolution nor 
the structural integrity was adequate.[92,93] The most common 
(and successful) approach to date is to make a dielectric scaf-
fold using MP-STL, and then cover it with silver or gold. The 
thickness of the metal layer should be thicker than the skin 
depth of the operating wavelength, so that the optical response 
of the structure is comparable to that of solid metals. To 
make metallic coats, electroless plating and chemical vapor 
deposition[94–96] can be used. These techniques lack selectivity, 
leading to “blanket” metal deposition covering the substrate as 
well as the structures, which limits their application to reflec-
tive modes, or to bigger, freestanding structures. Infrared met-
amaterials can be also made using a positive photoresist and 
electroplating.[97] In this case, a positive mold of the structure is 
made, which is filled with metal. Despite the excellent results, 
this method is not yet widely used, as accessible geometries 
are limited and the highest resolution achieved to date is of 
a few hundreds of nanometers. It is also possible to employ 
MP-STL resins with metal-binding sites, allowing metamaterial 
operation in transmission mode and much finer features to be 
obtained (Figure 4c–g).[98–100]

A few commercial MP-STL systems are currently available, 
with typical in-plane resolution of few hundreds of nanometers 
and vertical resolution of a few micrometers.[101–103] Similarly 
to other AM technologies, one of the main issues is the time 
required to build a 3D object. The fabrication of a millimeter-
scale object with a resolution of a few hundreds of nano-
meters still requires building times of the order of days.[52] New 
approaches are being developed aimed at achieving reasonable 
building times as well as sub-micrometer feature size.[104–107]

Adv. Optical Mater. 2019, 7, 1800419

Figure 3. a) A photonic crystal and b) a complex concentric microstruc-
ture made using SZ2080. (a) Reproduced with permission.[75] Copyright 
2008, American Chemical Society. (b) Reproduced with permission.[78] 
Copyright 2015, American Vacuum Society. c–e) Freestanding lens com-
pound optical systems: (c) device schemes, (d) simulated images by 
using a USAF 1951 resolution test chart, (e) actual devices; scale bars: 
20 µm. (c–e) Reproduced with permission.[79] Copyright 2016, Macmillan 
Publishers Limited. f–i) A system of four different compound lenses on 
the same CMOS image sensor, combining different fields of view in one 
single system: (f) device schemes, (g) corresponding pixel size, evi-
dencing an increased resolution toward the center of the image, (h, i) 
actual devices printed by MP-STL. (f–i) Reproduced under the terms of the 
CC-BY-NC license.[22] Copyright 2017, The Authors, some rights reserved; 
exclusive licensee American Association for the Advancement of Science.
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3. 3D Printing by Extrusion

The AM technologies which are based on light exposure provide 
the highest achievable spatial resolution, but they are limited 
by available photocurable compounds, a feature that restricts 
the possibility to build objects with heterogeneous parts and 
diverse composition. This issue is addressed by methods which 
rely on extrusion of materials, generally in form of continuous 
filaments through a nozzle, while 3D objects are still built 
by consecutively depositing many layers. Here, extrusion is 
promoted by either melting thermoplastic polymers as in fused 
deposition modeling (FDM), or applying a pressure to shear-
thinning viscous inks (as in direct writing methods). Extrusion 
technologies have enabled multimaterial printing, with resolu-
tion around hundreds of nanometers.[108]

In FDM, 3D plastic objects are generated by the deposition 
of polymer filaments.[109,110] A thermoplastic wire (polymeth-
ylmetacrylate (PMMA), polylactic acid (PLA), polysterene, 
polycarbonate, acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS), etc.) is 
directed through a hot extrusion head, and the fused polymer 
is deposited in a continuous way, solidifying as soon as the fila-
ment temperature falls below the glass transition temperature. 
Typical extrusion temperatures are in the range 200–400 °C, 
depending on the melting behavior of the used polymer. Also 
the target substrate can be heated to ≈100 °C, in order to 
promote better adhesion between adjacent layers.

When building optical components, the main limit of FDM 
is in its spatial resolution (100–400 µm), which is largely deter-
mined by the size of the nozzle (0.1–0.4 mm). This might 
lead to quite rough surfaces and opaque printed structures, 
where coupling and propagation of UV, visible, and NIR light 
can be suppressed in a severe way. Nevertheless, FDM can be 
still exploited for optoelectronic device packaging.[111] A rel-
evant example is the fabrication of stretchable LEDs, realized 
by embedding liquid metal-based electrical interconnects in 
printed, cylindrical hollow polymer structures. Such flexible 
systems can power LEDs even upon twisting of the polymer 
envelope up to 540°.[111] Furthermore, FDM resolution would 
match values needed to realize components for use with tera-
hertz and microwave radiation.[112,113] Compact terahertz laser 
sources[114] are available which can be exploited as highly 
selective and noninvasive tools for environmental sensing 
and security. Hence, the field would significantly benefit from 
the development of specific methods to print windows, wave-
guides, lenses, and filters operating at terahertz frequencies. 
In this respect, issues are related to the absorption of most of 
the available polymers (e.g., ≥10 cm−1 for PLA at 0.5 THz).[112] 
While attempts with high density polyethylene and polypro-
pylene, which are transparent at terahertz frequencies, did 
not lead to satisfactory results, polystyrene turned out to be a 
suitable material in terms of both printability by FDM and low 
absorption losses (0.5 cm−1 at 0.5 THz).[112] In addition, graded 
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Figure 4. a) A complex lens system on the end of an optical fiber. Scale bar: 25 µm. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY license.[82] Copyright 2016, 
The Authors. Published by Macmillan Publishers Limited. b) A fiber-end Fabry–Perot gas microsensor, built directly on the top of a fiber. Reproduced 
with permission.[86] Copyright 2015, IEEE. c–g) Examples of 3D metamaterial structures made using MP-STL and selective electroless plating.  
(c)–(f) Reproduced with permission.[98] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. (g) Reproduced with permission.[99] Copyright 2015, American Chemical Society.
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refractive index lenses for microwaves have been made by FDM 
of materials with different permittivity at 15 GHz (ABS possibly 
doped with 28% v:v SrTiO3 particles).[113]

3.1. Direct Ink Writing

Direct Ink Writing (DIW) relies on the controlled delivery of 
inks through a nozzle by an applied pressure.[108] The ink then 
rapidly solidifies due to evaporation, phase changes, or gela-
tion. The nozzle is mounted on a 3D translation stage, which 
moves along patterns defined by the object architecture and 
by its digital model. DIW allows single or multiple inks to be 
released in the form of filaments, and objects with well-con-
trolled shapes and composition to be created. Various param-
eters have to be accounted for during process engineering, 
related to the viscoelastic properties of the ink and to specific 
DIW variables.[108,115] Figure 5a,b shows the typical rheology of 
DIW inks:[116,117] they must exhibit well-defined viscoelasticity 
to flow through the nozzle while retaining shape upon depo-
sition, and to feature shear thinning thus favoring extrusion. 

Viscoelasticity is particularly critical for avoiding collapse in 
structures suspended through a gap, such as freestanding die-
lectric waveguides with air cladding. The characteristic depend-
ence of the ink elastic shear modulus (G′) on the shear stress 
is shown in Figure 5a: the rapid decrease of the shear modulus 
upon increasing the shear stress around values close to the 
shear yield is necessary for establishing a continuous flow 
through the nozzle upon applying a pressure, whereas G′ values 
above 104 Pa at low shear stress provide self-supporting struc-
tures with superior stiffness.[108] The insets of Figure 5a display 
examples of two gap-spanning structures, imaged 1 h after 
production, highlighting a more stable shape for the structure 
printed from a stiffer ink. To fit with these rheological require-
ments, a compromise between high stiffness and moderate 
shear yield has to be found when formulating the composition 
of the ink. For instance, this can be accomplished by adding 
solid particles to the ink.[116,117] Figure 5b shows results for inks 
with different content of silica nanoparticles: a particle amount 
of 20 wt% leads to joining of the deposited filaments, creating 
a compact and monolithic structure with excellent optical trans-
parency. Filaments extruded with slightly higher content of 
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Figure 5. Material and process properties in DIW. a) Storage shear modulus, G′, versus applied shear stress for a fugitive ink filled with nanoparticles 
(fill circles) and for an organic ink doped with 40 wt% of microcrystalline wax (empty circles). The insets show optical images of corresponding 
suspended filaments (length 10 mm and diameter about 1 mm), acquired 1 h after printing. Reproduced with permission.[116] Copyright 2005, 
Wiley-VCH. b) Viscosity versus shear rate for two inks with 20 wt% (circles) and 23 wt% (squares) of silica nanoparticles. The photographs show the 
corresponding printed samples which have very different optical transparency. Low silica content favors fusion of printed filaments (left pictures), 
whereas increasing silica content allows stable gap-spanning features, but leads to lower optical transparency (right pictures). Scale bar: 4 mm. Inset 
scale bar: 0.5 mm. Reproduced with permission.[117] Copyright 2017, Wiley-VCH. c) Schematic representation of a typical setup for 3D printing by 
DIW. d) Images of elementary structures printed by DIW for various process parameters, H* and V*, corresponding to the diverse printing modes.  
(c), (d) Reproduced with permission.[115] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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silica particles (23 wt%) can retain their gap-spanning shape 
after extrusion but form an opaque structure. Therefore, the 
filamentary, layer-by-layer morphology of the printed elements 
can be controlled by tailoring the ink composition, with more 
uniform and homogeneous structures achieved by less viscous 
inks. The approach introduced in ref. [117] is very interesting, 
because in combination with postprinting thermal treatments 
it allows free-form 3D glass components to be obtained, with 
optical properties (transparency and refractive index) well 
matching those of commercially available glasses.[118]

DIW can be applied to many other inks including con-
centrated polymers, viscous elastomers, fugitive organics, 
and filled epoxies,[8,108] with minimum feature size as low as 
600 nm.[119] Importantly, the process is carried out in ambient 
conditions, a feature relevant to preserve the optical proper-
ties of active components which can be embedded in the inks. 
Furthermore, the shear forces exerted during extrusion might 
induce an anisotropic arrangement of molecular constituents 
and of the embedded fillers, favoring their alignment along 
the length of the deposited filament. Recent experiments have 
highlighted a preferential alignment of elongated fillers (fibers, 
rods, and nanotubes) along the longitudinal axis of filaments, 
with resulting anisotropic swelling behavior and mechanical 
properties.[120,121] Additional work will be needed to investigate 
achieved optical properties (absorption, refractive index, photo-
luminescence, and light scattering), including their anisotropy 
(dichroism, birefringence, and polarization effects) in active or 
passive layers printed by DIW.

Figure 5c schematizes a few relevant printing parameters, 
such as the applied pressure, P, the nozzle inner diameter, D, 
and translation velocity, V, the ink extrusion speed, C, and fila-
ment diameter, d, and the working distance, H. Recently, Yuk and 
Zhao have developed an insightful model of the process, high-
lighting various DIW regimes characterized by different shapes 
of the deposited filaments.[115] These regimes are summarized in 
Figure 5d, together with the corresponding adimensional param-
eters: H* =  H/aD and V* =  V/C, where a is the so-called die 
swelling ratio which accounts for the broadening of the filament 
diameter upon printing (a > 1). For instance, upon increasing 
the nozzle velocity, one can obtain coiling structures, then con-
tinuous filaments with progressively decreasing diameter, and 
ultimately discontinuous structures (Figure 5d).[115] This rich 
phenomenology can be highly relevant for 3D printing of pho-
tonic components, a potential not yet fully exploited.

The filamentary composition of materials printed by DIW is 
inherently well-suited for the fabrication of optical waveguides. 
Figure 6a–c shows exemplary top and cross-sectional views of 
waveguides made of silk,[122] a biopolymer with refractive index 
(n) 1.54 at visible wavelengths (633 nm), that can sustain light 
propagation when deposited on substrates with lower refrac-
tive index, such as glass (n = 1.52) or quartz (n = 1.48). These 
waveguides are fabricated by DIW with an ink composed of 
an aqueous silk-fibroin solution (concentration 28–30 wt%), 
using a 5 µm glass nozzle immersed in a methanol-rich reser-
voir, that induces filament solidification by favoring the trans-
formation of amorphous random coils to stiff β-sheets in the 
silk fibroin.[122] Both straight and curved silk waveguides can be 
printed (Figure 6a,b), with smooth and defect-free surface (inset 
of Figure 6b) and trapezoidal cross-section (Figure 6c) due to a 

partial spread of the as-deposited ink before complete solidifi-
cation. The centimeter-long silk waveguides can be coupled to 
a red laser, highlighting effective light transport (Figure 6d–f). 
Propagation losses are 0.81 dB cm−1 for wavy waveguides, and 
decrease to 0.25 dB cm−1 for straight structures.[122] Being bio-
compatible, these printed components could be interfaced with 
living cells and integrated in implantable and biodegradable 
photonic devices.

The DIW printing head and nozzles can be modified to 
generate more complex structures,[123] such as core–shell fila-
ments.[124] This is particularly advantageous for patterning com-
pounds with poor viscoelasticity. Indeed, such materials can 
be embedded in the core of filaments, with a sacrificial shell 
featuring viscoelastic properties suitable for DIW. Following 
printing, suitable treatments can be carried out to solidify the 
core material while dissolving or removing the sacrificial shell. 
Figure 6g displays curved waveguides fabricated by printing a 
liquid core made of a photocurable resin (Ormoclear) with low 
absorption in the visible–NIR, in a shell from a viscoelastic 
aqueous solution of the triblock copolymer Pluronic F127. After 
printing and phopolymerization of the core resin, the shell 
is removed either by immersion in deionized water at room 
temperature, or by cooling at 5 °C and water rinsing.[124] The 
curved waveguides exhibit optical losses ≤ 1 dB cm−1 for visible 
light, which decrease upon increasing the radius of curvature 
(Figure 6h), and they can be used to assemble printed photonic 
networks (Figure 6i).

Furthermore, photonic crystals can be obtained by DIW, as 
illustrated in Figure 7a. Photonic crystals can be used in many 
device applications because of their high spectral selectivity, 
e.g., in spectral filters, high efficient reflectors, optical sen-
sors, components for enhancing the radiative rate of embedded 
chromophores, and cavities for lasers.[125] Polymeric and 
organic inks used for DIW often have relatively low refrac-
tive index (n = 1.5–1.8), which hardly leads to index contrast 
high enough to achieve good spectral selectivity. The refractive 
index of the printed structure can be enhanced, however, by 
either depositing high-n materials on the surface of filaments 
(Figure 7b–d)[126] or embedding high-n particles in the inks 
(Figure 7e–h).[127] In the first method, the printed item is used 
as a template for delivering other materials, such as Si and 
oxides, which also enhances mechanical stability. Figure 7b–d 
shows a photonic crystal realized by first printing a woodpile 
structure composed by rods with 1 µm diameter, spaced by 
2.8 µm or 4.0 µm, and deposited from a concentrated poly-
electrolyte ink.[126] This structure is then coated by a 100 nm 
thick SiO2 layer. Afterward, the original organic template is 
removed by heating at 475 °C for 3 h. The resulting structure 
is composed by hollow SiO2 rods, which are finally coated by a 
100 nm thick Si layer by chemical vapor deposition (Figure 7d). 
So-produced samples feature a reflection peak at about 2 µm, in 
agreement with calculated spectra.[126]

The possibility of tuning the response of photonic crystals 
is frequently desired. In flexible photonic crystals, spectral 
properties can be tuned by applying elongational strains which 
modify the lattice geometry (Figure 7e,f). These crystals might 
be printed from a nanocomposite ink, made of an elastomer 
(polydimethylsiloxane, PDMS) and BaTiO3 nanoparticles 
added at various concentrations (10–40 wt%) to tailor refractive 
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index as well as rheology.[127] The printed hexagonal photonic 
crystals in Figure 7g,h have a bandgap around 0.4 THz, which 
can be shifted to lower frequencies by increasing the amount 
of loaded nanoparticles (Figure 7i). A redshift of the bandgap 
is also found upon elongation (Figure 7j), due to the varied 
spacing distances between the rods forming the crystal.[127] 
This approach would allow the intensity of light signals 
reflected or transmitted by soft photonic crystals to be modu-
lated upon stretching and releasing alternatively the printed 
structure.

Processing materials at ambient temperature and without 
using harsh chemicals, DIW is especially suitable for use with 
active optical compounds and light-emitting organics. Figure 8 
shows an interesting example of a fully printed optoelectronic 
device realized by DIW of multiple materials.[128] This LED 
utilizes core–shell CdSe/ZnS QDs in its active layer, emitting 
green (550 nm) and orange (618 nm) light, and various other 

functional layers are printed in order to provide efficient charge 
injection and transport. More specifically, the printed QD LED 
encompasses a hole transport layer made of poly[N,N′-bis(4-
butylphenyl)-N,N′-bis(phenyl)-benzidine] (poly-TPD), a trans-
parent anode of poly(ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene 
sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) surrounded by a ring of sintered Ag  
nanoparticles, which provides the necessary electrical contact, 
and a cathode made of eutectic gallium indium liquid metal 
(EGaIn). Different layers are deposited consecutively by DIW, 
through a selection of suitable orthogonal solvents.[128] The 
printed devices exhibit turn on voltages of few Volts and max-
imum brightness of 250 cd m−2 at 5 V and 70 cd m−2 at 8 V for 
the green-emitting and the orange-emitting LEDs, respectively. 
Also important is the possibility to print the LEDs on curved 
substrates (Figure 8a–c). To this aim, a contact lens was first 
scanned (Figure 8b), and once digitalized, it was utilized as blue-
print for optimizing the conformal morphology of the various 
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Figure 6. Waveguides printed by DIW. a) Optical microscopy image of printed silk waveguides. b) Higher magnification optical microscopy image 
of the curved region of the silk waveguide, as highlighted by a dashed box in (a). Inset: SEM image of the printed silk waveguide. c) Cross-sectional 
optical image of a cleaved silk waveguide. d,e) Photographs showing diffused laser light coupled in straight (d) and curved (e) silk waveguides.  
f) Cross-sectional view of light diffused by the cleaved surface of a silk waveguide. (a)–(f) Reproduced with permission.[122] Copyright 2009, Wiley-VCH. 
g) Photograph of curved waveguides made of OrmoClear. h) Optical propagation losses versus the radius of curvature of the waveguides. i) Photo-
graph of a network of six OrmoClear waveguides with coupled LED light at three different colors. (g)–(i) Reproduced with permission.[124] Copyright 
2011, Wiley-VCH.
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LED layers. The QD LED printed on top of 
the contact lens (Figure 8c) features well-
behaved current–voltage characteristics and 
bright emission. By this approach, 3D-printed 
optoelectronics (LEDs, photodetectors, photo-
voltaic components) could be integrated in 
complex and soft optical components (lenses, 
flexible biosensors, optical fibers) for medical 
applications, optogenetics, and components 
for augmented/virtual reality. Furthermore, 
as mentioned above, a key aspect of AM is in 
its capability of assembling many functional 
units in an interconnected and 3D fashion, 
well beyond standard planar architectures of 
optoelectronic boards and devices. Among 
other advantages, this would lead to artifi-
cial systems much more closely resembling 
biological functions. This is exemplified in 
Figure 8d–f, showing a matrix of 2 × 2 × 2 
QD LEDs made by printing several different 
material in a unique DIW process.[128] LEDs 
can be individually addressed in the 3D 
matrix (Figure 8g). Overall, this work has evi-
denced the unequalled potentialities of AM 
for photonics and optoelectronics, in terms 
of materials that can be combined in a single 
device, use of nonflat substrates, and truly 
3D integration.

3.2. Printing of Fibers by Electrospinning

The direct deposition of optical materials 
can be also performed by spinning viscoe-
lastic polymer solutions by means of elec-
trostatic fields. Electrospinning (ES)[129–132] 
utilizes an applied bias to stretch a polymer 
solution that is injected at a controlled flow 
rate through a metallic nozzle. When elec-
trostatic forces are smaller than forces which 
stabilize the fluid body (viscoelasticity, sur-
face tension), a pendant drop is formed at the 
nozzle and shaped into a Taylor cone. Upon 
increasing the applied voltage up to values 
high enough to overcome stabilizing forces, 
a continuous poly mer jet is formed, which 
is elongated and stretched during its propa-
gation from the nozzle to a second metallic 
element (collector). In the meanwhile, the 
solvent evaporates leading to the formation 
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Figure 7. Photonic crystals by DIW. a) Scheme of a woodpile photonic crystal structure 
printed by DIW. b) SEM image of a Si/SiO2/Si hollow woodpile structure, realized by c) the 
multistep method schematized. d) SEM image of an individual hollow filament of the Si/SiO2/
Si photonic crystal. (a)–(d) Reproduced with permission.[126] Copyright 2006, Wiley-VCH. e) A 
BaTiO3/PDMS nanocomposite 3D photonic crystal upon bending. f) Scheme of the variation of 
photonic crystal morphology under elongational stress. g,h) SEM images of 3D nanocomposite 

photonic crystals as viewed from the top (g) and 
in cross-section (h). i) Measured transmission 
terahertz spectra of 3D nanocomposite photonic 
crystals, realized by printing inks with various 
BaTiO3 content. j) Transmission terahertz spectra 
of the 3D nanocomposite photonic crystals upon 
varying the relative elongation as schematized in (f). 
(e)–(j) Reproduced with permission.[127] Copyright 
2017, Wiley-VCH.
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of solid and continuous filaments than can be deposited as 
individual fibers, as ordered 2D or 3D arrays, or as disordered 
networks (Figures 9 and 10).[133–137] The main requirement 
for a successful ES process is having a sufficient amount of 
entanglements of the polymer chains in the spun solution (vis-
cosities are in the range 10−1–103 Pa s), such to guarantee the 
formation of a continuous jet.[138,139]

The collector of fibers can be either static or dynamic, 
and either uniform or patterned. Disordered 3D networks of 
fibers are additively deposited on static and uniform collec-
tors, whereas dynamic (rotating and translating collectors, 
or combination of them) or patterned target substrates[140] 
allows ordered architectures to be manufactured. An impor-
tant process parameter affecting the geometry achieved in 
deposited fibers is the distance between the nozzle and the col-
lector. This aspect is strictly related to the complex dynamics 

of electrified jets.[141] In fact, the jet trajectory is roughly 
straight only at short distance from the nozzle (typically, a few 
milli meters). At longer distances, oscillations of the spinneret, 
atmosphere turbulence, etc., can deviate the jet from a col-
linear configuration triggering the onset of large bending and 
whipping instabilities.[141–143] As a consequence, two different 
ES approaches have been developed. In conventional ES,[129–131] 
the collector is at large distance from the nozzle (many centim-
eters), and the jet instabilities prevent the precise positioning 
of individual filaments, which are instead collected as 3D, non-
woven mats of fibers. In the so-called near-field ES,[132,133] the 
initially stable, collinear jet is exploited, which is obtained by 
greatly reducing the nozzle–collector distance compared to the 
conventional method, and a scanning system is used to deposit 
the polymer in ordered 2D and 3D structures (Figure 9a). 
Overall, in ES, the order and morphology of the manufactured 
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Figure 8. 3D printed QD LEDs. a) 3D digital model of a QD LED to be printed on a curved substrate, whose scanned surface is shown in b). c) Current 
density versus the driving voltage of a QD LED printed on top of the surface of a contact lens. Inset: device image. Scale bar: 1 mm. d,e) Design of a 
2 × 2 × 2 array of QD LEDs and of their electrical interconnects. f) Schematic illustration of the device architecture and of the layers of each QD LED 
component. g) Photographs of QD LED devices of the top layer (i)–(iii) and of the bottom layer (iv)–(vi). The letters (i)–(vi) highlight the assigned LED 
position in the 3D array, as illustrated in (d). Scale bar: 1 cm. Reproduced with permission.[128] Copyright 2014, American Chemical Society.
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structures can be tuned by a proper choice of the process 
variables.

In addition, the very high strain rates applied to polymer 
jets (≥103 s−1) have two main effects: the first is a considerable 
decrease of the jet diameter upon increasing the distance from 
the nozzle, roughly following a power-law relation[139]
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where a is the polymer jet radius, a0 is the 
initial radius, z stands for the axial coordi-
nate, and κ is a constant of the order of unity. 
The length scale of the jet radius decrease 
is therefore z0 (≈ 10−3 m), which is in turn 
related to the solution viscosity and conduc-
tivity, the applied flow rate, and the electric 
field. Solid state fibers with diameters down 
to 100 nm or less can be easily deposited, 
which are suitable for exploring phenomena 
occurring when light interacts with or propa-
gates in subwavelength systems. The high 
strain rate also induces a preferential align-
ment of the polymer macromolecules along 
the jet, and then along the length of the 
deposited filaments,[144] as found by polar-
ized Raman spectroscopy,[145] transmis-
sion electron microscopy,[146] and scanning 
near-field microscopy.[147] This effect makes 
possible to obtain materials with highly ani-
sotropic properties, such as optical dichroism 
and birefringence,[146,148] polarized emis-
sion,[147,149] and high charge mobility.[150]

Figure 9b,c shows ordered electrospun 
filaments with circular cross-section, made 
of conjugated polymers.[133] Arrays of fibers 
can be also realized by light-emitting poly-
mers or blends, as in arrays obtained by 
near-field ES of poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethyl-
hexyl-oxy)-1,4-phenylene-vinylene] (MEH-
PPV) mixed with polyethylene oxide (PEO, 
Figure 9d,e).[134] Similarly to waveguides 
printed by DIW, individual electrospun fila-
ments transport light along their longitu-
dinal axis, up to typical distances of tens of 
micrometers. When made with light-emit-
ting polymers, or doped with low-molar-mass 
chromophores or nanoparticles, electrospun 
fibers can guide photons emitted by the 
embedded sources, with propagation losses 
in the range 101–103 cm−1 (Figure 9f).[134,151] 
A recent application of these electrospun 
waveguides is in combination with single-
photon sources (Figure 10a–c).[135] Here, 
single CdSeTe QDs are incorporated in 
polymer filaments, suspended across gaps 
to enhance confinement of light in the 
subwavelength fiber. The embedded QDs 
emit single photons with typical lifetime 
of 137 ns, which are coupled to the funda-

mental mode of the waveguide with efficiency up to 31%.[135] 
Such hybrid systems are relevant for building 2D and 3D 
networks of quantum emitters, possibly interacting through 
arrays of polymer waveguides. Another application of elec-
trospun optical materials, shown in Figure 10d–i, is based 
on mats of disordered, light-scattering filaments in flexi ble 
random lasers.[136] Here, an entirely additive method has been 
developed for the controlled fabrication of hybrid organosilica 
on top of electrospun fibers, by surface functionalization by 
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Figure 9. Direct printing by ES. a) Schematic illustration of a typical setup used for printing by 
ES. b) Optical microscopy image of an array of parallel printed filaments made by poly(9-vinyl  
carbazole) (PVK). Inset: SEM image of a PVK filament. Scale bar: 200 nm. c) Cross-sectional 
view of a PVK fiber imaged by SEM. (a)–(c) Reproduced with permission.[133] Copyright 
2013, Macmillan Publishers Limited. d,e) Confocal fluorescence microscopy image of an 
array of parallel filaments (d) and of a single fiber (e) made of MEH-PPV/PEO. f) Plot of the 
fluorescence intensity transported through a printed fiber waveguide versus the distance, d, 
from the excitation spot. The continuous line is a fit to the data by an exponential decay function. 
Inset: fluorescence microscopy image of a MEH-PPV/PEO fiber. The red circle highlights the 
excitation focused laser. Scale bar: 2 µm. (d)–(f) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY 
license.[134] Copyright 2013, The Authors. Published by The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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silicatein and in vitro biosilicification. The comparison of the 
light scattering and random lasing properties of pristine elec-
trospun fibers (Figure 10d–f) and of fibers decorated with 
silica particles (Figure 10g–i) evidences the onset of random 
lasing only in those samples where silica particles are grown 
with a specific spatial density.[136] As a result, while pristine 
fibers can only support amplified spontaneous emission of a 
superimposed dye-doped polymer layer (Figure 10e,f), the sub-
strates with silica particles might exhibit random lasing modes 
(Figure 10h,i). Other devices for disordered photonics based 
on electrospun nanofibers exploit polymer filaments internally 
doped with either metallic[152] or dielectric[153] nanoparticles, as 
well as deterministic ring-[154] and cylindrical-shaped[155] lasing 
resonators with randomly distributed cavity sizes. Figure 10j 
shows an array of uniaxially aligned filaments of PMMA doped 
with an UV-emitting dye. These flexible sources can be depos-
ited conformally on nonplanar surfaces (Figure 10k).[137] Upon 
optical excitation, the light emitted by the fibers can efficiently 

excite other fluorophores (Figure 10l–n), while propagating in 
free space with a divergence of 16.5 mrad (Figure 10o).[137]

Overall, ES turns out to be able to preserve the optical and elec-
tronic properties of organic materials and inorganic fillers. As a 
gentle AM process to realize 1D, 2D, and 3D photonic compo-
nents with varied order, ES is enabling a novel range of nanowire-
based photonic devices where light emission, scattering, 
amplification, and transport can all be engineered.[156,157]

4. Additive Fabrication by Material Jetting

Additive technologies which allow optoelectronic devices to 
be built with heterogeneous materials include methods based 
on jetting. Inkjet printing has been widely applied to realize 
optoelectronic devices with organic semiconductors[158] or 
2D materials.[159] In inkjet printing processes, droplets are 
ejected through a nozzle on demand, by applying a suitable 
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Figure 10. Examples of photonic devices made by ES. a) SEM image of a freestanding polymer waveguide doped with single QDs. b) Fluorescence 
image of a waveguide embedding an isolated QD, which is highlighted by a dashed box. c) Plot of the second order correlation function, g2(t), meas-
ured by continuous wave laser excitation. The continuous line is a fit to the data by: g2(t) ∼ 1 − (1/N)exp(|t|/τ), t is time and τ is the fluorescence 
decay time. The fit gives a value of g2(t) = 0.1 at t = 0 delays, that is indicative of single photon emission. (a)–(c) Reproduced under the terms of the 
CC-BY license.[135] Copyright 2016, The Authors. Published by American Chemical Society. d–i) Examples of random laser devices. SEM images of an 
array of polycaprolactone (PCL) filaments (d) and of PCL filaments with silica nanoparticles deposited by biomineralization (g). Scale bars: 5 µm. The 
corresponding emission intensity maps and emission spectra, showing the variation of the photoluminescence as a function of the pumping fluence, 
are shown in (e), (f) and (h), (i), respectively. Insets in (e), (h): sample photographs. Scale bar: 5 mm. (d)–(i) Reproduced under the terms of the 
CC-BY-NC-ND license.[136] Copyright 2018, The Authors. Published by Wiley-VCH. j) Bright light and k) UV-excited emission photographs of an array of 
uniaxially aligned polymer filaments, doped with an UV dye. l–n) Photographs of emission from blue-, green-, and red-emitting chromophores, respec-
tively, in solutions excited by the UV light beam emitted by the array of polymer filaments. o) Images of the beam spot emitted by the polymer filaments 
at various distances, z, from the light source (top image: z = 0 mm, bottom image z = 1 mm). The beam divergence is 16.5 mrad. (j)–(o) Reproduced 
under the terms of the CC-BY-NC license.[137] Copyright 2015, The Authors. Published by American Chemical Society.
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force (mechanical or electrical), and delivered onto on a sub-
strate to define patterns.[160–162] The ink must be properly 
engineered to lead to stable jetting, namely to produce single 
droplets without the formation of secondary fluid beads. To this 
aim, one can consider the inverse of the Ohnesorge number 
(Oh): γρ η= =1/Oh /O nZ D , where Dn is the nozzle diameter, 
and γ, ρ, η are the surface tension, density, and viscosity of 
the ink, respectively. Stable jetting is typically reported for  
1 <  ZO < 14.[159,160,163] The morphology of deposited inks 
depends on their rheology, on the substrate wettability, on 
the properties of the printing apparatus, and on the applied 
external field. Various strategies allow such morphology to be 
directed with accuracy, including the suppression or the exploi-
tation of coffee-ring effects, the use of liquid substrates or of 
patterned solids, and the control of the extent of droplet coa-
lescence.[164] Since materials are deposited from solutions, the 
solvent evaporation is critically important to determine the 
ultimate morphology, crystallinity, and thickness uniformity 
of layers. These can be tailored, for instance, through in situ 
thermal treatments, by substrate heating. In combination with 
an optimized chemical formulation of the ink, such approach 
allows solar cells based on perovskites to be realized, showing 
power conversion efficiency up to 12.3%.[165]

The versatility of the inkjet technology in terms of sol-
vents and chemical additives, which can be chosen to better 
preserve optoelectronic properties of active compounds, and 
the availability of commercial desktop printers, make this 
method widely used for the deposition of layers in photovoltaic 
devices,[166,167] visible and infrared photodetectors,[163,168–171] 
rewritable structural color displays,[172] saturable absorbers,[163] 
luminescent patterns,[168,173] nanocavities,[174] microring reso-
nators,[175] and microlasers.[176] Interested readers are referred 
to outstanding reviews in the field.[160–162,177,178] Structures 
realized by inkjet technique are mainly 2D. Interestingly, 3D 
optical components can be realized by the polyjet technology, 
combining inkjet printing of photocurable inks and local UV 
photopolymerization. Example of optical components real-
ized by the polyjet method include 3D, mechanically tun-
able gyroid photonic crystals, and waveguides for terahertz 
radiation.[179,180]

5. Other Solution-Based and Hybrid Technologies

The variety of AM technologies is continuously increasing, 
and new methods or combinations of exposure- and extrusion-
based approaches are being developed to fulfill the demanding 
requirements of photonics and optoelectronics. These include 
techniques for 3D printing of glass, such as selective laser 
melting/sintering[181] and binder jetting processes.[182] The 
structures obtained in this way are often opaque, because of 
trapped bubbles that limit optical transparency by scattering 
of light. Recently, filament-fed laser heating has been devel-
oped for 3D printing of transparent quartz and soda lime 
glass.[183,184] In this approach, a glass filament is continuously 
fed, locally heated by a focused CO2 laser, and once molten, it 
is deposited layer-by-layer. The use of a solid and continuously 
fed glass filament limits the formation and the entrapment of 
bubbles in the printed structures, improving significantly the 

transparency of the final objects.[181] By this approach, quartz 
flat and curved components with transparency exceeding 90% 
(corresponding to an extinction coefficient of 13.2 m−1) are 
demonstrated upon surface polishing.[184] In addition, refractive 
index has been measured in printed quartz windows and found 
to be homogeneous.[184]

A recently developed approach for the fabrication of 3D 
optical interconnects is the so-called meniscus-guided 3D 
writing, where the meniscus of a monomer or polymer solution 
is drawn by an atomic force microscope tip[185] or by a micro-
pipette[186,187] to form filamentary structures (Figure 11a). This 
method is very effective for the fabrication of freestanding 3D 
waveguides (Figure 11b) with subwavelength diameter and low 
propagation losses (1–10 dB mm−1).[187] The out-of-plane design 
allows optical losses due to light coupling into the substrate 
underneath to be greatly suppressed. Interestingly, stacked 
waveguides and optical interconnects can be printed with no 
contacts (Figure 11c), as well as interconnects spanning through 
gaps (Figure 11d) or over steps (Figure 11e). Figure 11f,g illus-
trates a potential application of meniscus-guided 3D writing, 
that is printing of 3D, out-of-plane optical connections between 
nanostructured photon sources. Here a polystyrene waveguide 
(P1) is realized to bridge two ZnO nanorods (Z1 and Z2). Upon 
laser excitation, the printed waveguide transports light emitted 
by Z1 to Z2, with no coupling with the underlying substrate 
(Figure 11h). Freestanding multiterminal and branched optical 
interconnects can also be printed (Figure 11i,j), with complete 
merging and continuous connection between touching wave-
guides. By this method, optical splitters and multiplexers can 
be printed at high density, fully exploiting the volume out of the 
substrate plane.[187]

A different approach for building 3D optical components is 
given by contact printing, where a suitable ink is transferred to 
a substrate by means of a rigid or elastomeric patterned mold. 
A relevant example is the well-known microcontact printing,[188] 
where the mold is inked with the material of interest (surface 
modifiers, organic molecules, proteins, etc.), and placed in con-
formal contact with a target substrate. The transfer of the ink to 
the target occurs in correspondence of the protruding features of 
the mold, provided that the interactions between the ink mole- 
cules and the substrate are stronger than the adhesion between 
the ink and the mold. Elastomeric molds are typically used for 
the spatially selective delivery of molecules, which allows con-
formal contact with the target substrate to be easily obtained 
and elements to be fabricated by soft lithography at very low 
cost.[188] Many substrates can be used, including metals, inor-
ganic semiconductors, and oxides,[188,189] and printing can be 
carried out sequentially in a layer-by-layer fashion in order to 
build 3D structures.[190] Interestingly, selective deposition of 
different molecules can be accomplished, using diverse inks 
simultaneously. Applications include printing of colloidal 
crystals and nanostructures for antireflection coatings,[191] and 
bilayers of QD donor–acceptor systems with tight spatial con-
trol of the nonradiative energy transfer.[192]

The laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) is a noncontact 
3D printing and assembly process, based on the transfer of 
a material from a transparent donor (carrier) to a receiving 
surface, as schematized in Figure 12a.[193,194] The material 
to be transferred can be a highly viscous composite paste, a 
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polymer film, a complex fluid, a metal oxide, a semiconductor, 
etc.,[194,195] whereas the shape of the elementary transferred 
building block (voxel) is determined by the spatial profile of 
the used laser, which can be changed in real-time by using 
physical masks or spatial light modulators. Both the car-
rier and the receiving substrates can be translated along 

prescribed paths in order to print complex 2D or 3D struc-
tures (Figure 12b–e). In a typical LIFT process with a solid 
donor layer, above a threshold fluence the incident laser gen-
erates a gas pocket between the carrier and the donor film. 
During expansion, the stress at the edge of the irradiated area 
increases, and a mechanical fracture of the donor film takes 
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Figure 11. 3D optical waveguides. a) Schematics of the 3D printing process based on the stretching of the meniscus of a polymer solution. b) SEM 
image of a polystyrene 3D waveguide. Insets: zooms of the sample regions highlighted by the white and black box, respectively. c) SEM image of crossed 
3D waveguides. The insets show magnified views of the crossing area. d,e) Examples of 3D waveguides printed through a gap (d) and a step (e).  
f) Schematic illustration of a 3D-printed interconnect between ZnO nanorods. g) SEM image of a printed waveguide (P1) connecting two ZnO nanorods 
(Z1 and Z2) and h) corresponding fluorescence map, obtained by exciting the Z1 nanorod by a focused laser as schematized in (f). The fluorescence 
map evidences the optical coupling between Z1 and Z2 through P1, whereas no signal is observed from Z3. i) Schematics of a multibranched 3D optical 
interconnect. j) SEM image of a freestanding, multibranched, printed waveguide. The insets show a magnification of the branching point and of the 
area of coupling to nanoscale photon sources (NPSs), as highlighted by the white and black dashed boxes, respectively. Scale bars: 2 µm. Reproduced 
with permission.[187] Copyright 2016, Wiley-VCH.
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place when its ultimate stress is surpassed. At this point, the 
delaminated area is propelled toward the receiving surface. 
Typical requirements for the donor film are therefore a high 
absorption coefficient at the incident laser wavelength and 
high mechanical resistance upon bending to avoid internal 
rupture of the irradiated area during the deflection caused by 
expansion of the gas.[194,196,197] Microdisks of a positive photo-
resist (S1813) have been transferred onto flat and curved sur-
faces to form arrays of microlenses.[196] To this aim, the micro-
disks have been heated up to their glass transition tempera-
ture, which allow the formation of plano-convex microlenses 
through thermal reflow (Figure 12f–i). LIFT is highly versatile, 
allowing materials with diverse physicochemical properties 
to be assembled, and the geometries of the unitary building 

block to be varied during device building at variance with most 
AM methods, where the unitary building block is fixed by 
the laser spot size, the nozzle, or the printhead shape. LIFT 
can be also exploited for assembling fully functional opto-
electronic devices, for instance, by printing interconnects on 
top of LEDs (Figure 12j–n).[193] Polymer light-emitting diode 
(PLED) pixels, with size 0.6 × 0.5 mm2, have been realized by 
using LIFT and a forward transfer process applied to a multi-
layer.[197] The multilayer was composed by the Al cathode and 
the active layer (MEH-PPV) of the devices, while the receiving 
surface was either indium tin oxide (ITO) or ITO coated with 
PEDOT:PSS.[197] PLED pixels can be also fabricated by sequen-
tial LIFT applied to the active layer and the Al cathode.[198] 
Other relevant examples of photo nic devices made by LIFT 
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Figure 12. Laser-induced forward transfer of optoelectronic and micro-optical components. a) Scheme of the experimental setup for 3D printing by 
LIFT. b–e) SEM of various structures realized by 3D printing of voxels composed by a silver paste, and assembled to form a bridge on a Si channel 
(width 100 µm) (b), a multilayer scaffold (c), a pyramid (d), and high-aspect ratio pillars (e). (a)–(e) Reproduced with permission.[193] Copyright 
2010, Wiley-VCH. f–i) Examples of arrays of microlenses manufactured by laser transfer. SEM images of an array of closed-packed microlenses (f), 
of periodically arranged dimers of microlenses (g), and of an array of lenses printed on the surface of a bent substrate (h) and of a glass capillary (i). 
(f)–(i) Reproduced with permission.[196] Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. j,k) Images of a LED embedded in a polyimide substrate before (j) and after (k) 
printing of the interconnects. l,m) SEM images of the printed interconnects. n) Image of the manufactured LED under operation. (j)–(n) Reproduced 
with permission.[193] Copyright 2010, Wiley-VCH.
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include terahertz metamaterials, realized by forward laser 
printing of Ag split-ring resonators on Si substrates.[199]

The capability to manipulate fluids by micro- and nano-
fluidics is another route for the controlled delivery of mate-
rials with high precision. This can be done through networks 
or arrays of micrometric or sub-micrometric channels, with 
interesting implications for building optical and photonic 
components additively. Examples include the fabrication 
of arrays of mesostructured optical waveguides with either 
straight or curved geometry, by using a patterned PDMS mold 
in conformal contact with a flat substrate.[200] These chan-
nels can then be filled by sol–gel block copolymers placed at 
one of the open ends and penetrating by capillary flow. Full  
cross-linking and consolidation of the silica network occur in 
about 12 h. After that time, the PDMS mold can be removed 
and an array of waveguides is formed. Upon doping with rho-
damine and optical pumping, amplified spontaneous emission 
at 577 nm was observed from these systems.[200] Microfluidics 
methods are especially effective for the fabrication of pho-
tonic components with anisotropic properties, because flows 

in channels can favor molecules in adopting an elongated, 
almost 1D conformation. Such molecular alignment has been 
observed for conjugated polymers flowing within channels 
with sub-100 nm transversal size, and the resulting nanostruc-
tures have been found to feature anisotropic optical proper-
ties, namely to emit light polarized in a direction parallel to 
their length.[201]

Finally, it is worth mentioning that hybrid approaches com-
bining microfluidics and UV and two-photon photopolym-
erization have been developed for the continuous production 
of 3D fluorescent micro-objects. These methods, known 
as continuous flow lithography,[202–204] are schematized in 
Figure 13a,b. A prepolymer doped with fluorescent particles 
or chromophores is cured locally by the use of a light beam 
during its flow through the channel. Either UV exposure 
through a mask (Figure 13a), or two-photon polymerization 
(Figure 13b) can be used. The geometry of the printed micro-
objects can be changed in real time by shaping the light beam 
through a digital mirror device,[205] instead of using fixed 
physical masks. 3D micro-objects with complex shapes can 
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Figure 13. 3D light-emitting microparticles. a) Schematic diagram of a continuous flow lithography system, utilizing multiple coflows of monomers with 
lanthanide-doped fluorescent nanoparticles. The inset shows fluorescence images of various manufactured particles. Reproduced with permission.[203] 
Copyright 2014, Macmillan Publishers Limited. b) Schematics of two-photon continuous lithography. c) Bright field optical microscopy image of a 3D 
helical particle made by two-photon continuous flow lithography. d) The corresponding fluorescence microscopy image is shown. (b)–(d) Reproduced 
with permission.[204] Copyright 2012, Wiley-VCH. e) Fluorescent microparticles as encoded barcodes in anticounterfeiting. The imaging system utilized 
a portable detector (Apple iPhone 4S with a 20× objective), as shown in the left image. The particles were embedded in various objects as shown in the 
top panels (from left to right: blister packs, banknotes, credit cards, curved ceramic objects, artwork, and high-temperature-cast polystyrene objects). 
The middle and bottom panels show the corresponding acquired images upon excitation with a 980 nm laser (excitation power: 1W) and without laser 
excitation, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[203] Copyright 2014, Macmillan Publishers Limited.
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be realized in this way, including fluorescent helical particles 
(Figure 13c,d) with surface roughness < 10 nm.[204] In addi-
tion, various prepolymer solutions, featuring different emis-
sion wavelengths, can be combined in a microchannel where 
the laminar coflow provides sharp interfaces between them 
due to poor, diffusion-limited mixing.[206] By photopolymeriza-
tion across the interface of coflowing solutions, 3D particles 
with various encoded optical patterns can be realized (inset of  
Figure 13a).[203] For instance, lanthanide ion nanocrystals, fea-
turing distinct, visible light emission by upconversion upon 
NIR optical pumping, have been incorporated in such particles. 
The resulting large anti-Stokes shifts leads to straightfor-
ward spectral separation and minimal interference with the 
excitation radiation, and improved signal-to-noise ratios.[203] 
Figure 13e shows an example of application of these micropar-
ticles as anticounterfeiting barcodes, which can be embedded 
in pharmaceutical packages, banknotes, credit cards, ceramic  
objects, artworks, and high-temperature cast items made of poly- 
styrene (top panels in Figure 13e). The particles can be easily 
imaged with a smartphone and a 20× objective. In absence of 
NIR excitation, no fluorescence signal is detected (lower panels 
in Figure 13e), whereas bright, NIR-excited luminescence 
(middle panels) allows the identification of the embedded bar-
codes unambiguously.

6. Conclusion and Outlook

AM technologies are introducing new design and production 
rules for both passive and active optical materials, for the fabri-
cation of photonic and optoelectronic devices, and for the inter-
woven integration of photonic components. The progress of 
this field is supported by the continuous expansion of the range 
of materials that can be processed, by the introduction of new 
fabrication methods, and by the improvement in the achiev-
able spatial resolution, as summarized in Table 1. The variety 
of 3D-printable optical materials, and the possibility to shape 
them across many lengthscales (from hundreds of nanometers 
to centimeters) are enabling the design of photonic devices 
(such as photonics crystals and waveguides) with frequency 
response ranging from the visible to terahertz and micro-
wave. Recent relevant breakthroughs include the possibility of 
printing glass-based components, with transparency, thermal 
and mechanical resistance comparable to commercially avail-
able glass.[43,117,118,183,184] Fully 3D printed LEDs have also been 
demonstrated, by intriguing approaches for manufacturing the 
various needed layers, as well as photonic devices conformable 
to complex, nonplanar surfaces.[128] Combination of different 
technologies turns out to be a valid route for multimaterial 
processing, and for high-throughput production of 3D objects 
with calibrated optical properties. Currently, fluorescent 3D 
microparticles can be produced at a rate of 104–105 particles 
h−1,[203,206] by a combination of microfluidics and either UV or 
two-photon photopolymerization.

Despite such progress, some challenges are still open, as 
highlighted in Table 2, and AM technologies for photonics 
and optoelectronics still remain matter of research rather than 
production tools. To move from laboratories to factories, first 
throughput has to be improved. For instance, while achieving 

high spatial resolution and good surface finishing, multiphoton 
processes proceed by scanning point by point in an individual 
layer, building up the 3D shape a single layer at a time.[207] The 
efficiency of this process depends on the laser power available, 
the speed of the scanning system, and also the photopolymer. 
Since the technological opportunities opened by MP-STL are 
unique, a lot of research is currently focused on the improve-
ment of its throughput by developing more efficient photoiniti-
ators, as well as higher power lasers and faster motion systems. 
In addition, efforts are devoted to improve the throughput of 
the technique by developing high aspect ratio MP-STL,[104] 
by using multiple beams,[105,106] and by moving toward holo-
graphic MP-STL.[107] Other issues to be addressed in the near 
future are those associated with i) multiscale printing, ii) mul-
timaterial processing, and iii) multidimensional integration of 
optoelectronic and photonic devices.

Multiscale Printing: Photonics and optoelectronics have 
stringent requirements in terms of minimum size of the 
device features and they are currently fully accessible only by 
MP-STL. At the same time, most of optical systems include 
components with macroscale size, thus needing AM technolo-
gies which can shape materials at different spatial scales. The 
resolution achieved nowadays by MP-STL is at the nanometer 
scale, mainly due to techniques employing radical depletion, 
the highest resolution reported is an impressive 9 nm.[56] How-
ever, this is done using high NA, oil-immersed objectives with 
working distance below 200 µm, limiting both the area that can 
be patterned and the height of the structures to be built. This 
issue has been partly addressed by techniques such as “dip-in” 
lithography[208] or MP-STL with wider objective working range 
(WOW),[104] where the objective is immersed inside a liquid 
photoresist, making the working distance irrelevant. How-
ever, these techniques have their drawbacks: dip-in lithography 
requires that the photopolymer refractive index matches the n 
value of the objective, limiting dramatically the materials that 
can be used. This is particularly important when the desired 
structures need to have a specific bulk functionality, such as 
nonlinearity or metal affinity. WOW MP-STL, which uses a 
sealed oil-immersed objective, can be used only with liquid 
resists, while the majority of materials used in photonics and 
optoelectronics are gels.[64] Other pulse-shaping techniques 
have produced high aspect ratio structures with adequate 
resolution.[209] Recently, a new method employing simulta-
neous spatiotemporal focusing of femtosecond laser pulses 
has been used to make centimeter-scale structures with 10 µm 
resolution.[210] The fabrication of macroscale structures with 
sub-micrometer resolution using materials with specific func-
tionality remains elusive. Conversely, macroscale systems can 
be built by other AM approaches, tough with poor resolution, 
often not suitable for optical applications. One can image that 
in the future novel methodologies or combinations of current 
AM processes will be conceived, hopefully with integrated in 
situ process-sensing elements,[211] which will allow macroscale 
optical components with high spatial precision and uniformity 
to be realized. In this respect, a paradigm shift is probably nec-
essary, more specifically methods no more based on the layer-
by-layer approach, but instead based on continuous printing 
such as the continuous liquid interface production[48] and the 
continuous flow lithographies.[202,204] While enhancing the 
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printing speed, continuous processes have been demonstrated 
to be effective in improving the surface roughness of the manu-
factured objects, down to tens of nanometers.[204]

Multimaterial Processing: Simultaneous processing of 
diverse materials is of paramount relevance in photonics 
and optolectronics, where metal contacts, semiconducting 
active layers, transparent windows or waveguides, and die-
lectric or metal mirrors have to be frequently combined in 

complex systems. While DIW can currently manage different 
materials in a unique process,[128] research efforts are still 
required in order to develop inks with advanced optoelec-
tronic properties, such as optical gain, optical nonlinearity, 
efficient light-to-current (and current-to-light) conversion. 
For exposure-based printing processes, the route is harder 
to some extent, because these methods can normally pro-
cess one material at a time (typically passive and with limited 
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Table 1. Additive technologies developed for manufacturing of photonic and optoelectronic components.

Additive technology Commercial printers 
available

Building volumea) 
[cm3]

Feature size [µm] Printing speeda) 
[mm s−1]

Optical/electronic 
material demonstrated

Multimaterial 
capability

Demonstrated 
photonic and 

optoelectronic devices

Laser 

stereolithography

Yes 103–106 10–100a) – Acrylates, epoxies, 

nanocomposites

No Optical windows

Digital light 

processing

Yes 102–104 30–100a) – Acrylates, glassesb) No Lenses, optical win-

dows, optical sensors

Continuous digital 

light processing

Yes 102–103 30–100a) 0.03 Acrylates No –

Multiphoton 

stereolithography

Yes 3 × 10−5–3 × 102 0.2–10a) 0.1–10 Acrylates, epoxides, 

nanocomposites

No Microlenses, optical 

sensors, photonic 

crystals, waveguides, 

metamaterials

Fused deposition 

modeling

Yes 103–106 100–500a) 10–103 Thermoplastic poly-

mers, nanocomposites

Yes Microwave and 

terahertz lenses

Direct ink writing Yes 102–103 10–100a) 0.1–102 Glasses,b) acrylates, 

epoxies, silk, elasto-

mers, nanocomposites, 

conjugated polymers, 

conductive inks

Yes Waveguides, photonic 

crystals, LEDs, optical 

windows

Electrospinning Yes 1–102 0.1–1a) 1 Thermoplastic poly-

mers, conjugated poly-

mers, nanocomposites

Yes Waveguides, single-

photon sources, optical 

amplifiers, optical 

sensors, lasers

Inkjet Yes Typical printing area 

102 cm2

20–80a) – Conjugated polymers, 

conductive inks, 

perovskites, block 

copolymers, 2D 

materials

Yes Photodiodes, solar 

cells, organic LED, 

saturable absorbers, 

optical resonators, 

lasers, color displays

Polyjet Yes 104 16–30a) – Acrylates Yes Waveguides, photonic 

crystals

Filament-fed laser 

heating process

No – 300c) – Glasses No Optical windows

Meniscus-guided 

3D writing

No – 0.1–1d) – Thermoplastic 

polymers

No Waveguides

Microcontact 

printing

Yes Typical printing area 

102 cm2

0.05a) – Quantum dots, col-

loids, proteins

Yes Luminescent patterns

Laser-induced 

forward transfer

No – 0.5–10e) – Photoresists, conduc-

tive pastes, conjugated 

polymers

Yes Microlenses, metal 

contacts, terahertz 

metamaterials, polymer 

LEDs

Micro- and 

nanofluidics

No – 0.07f) – Conjugated poly-

mers, sol–gel, block 

copolymers

Yes Waveguides, lasers

Continuous flow 

lithography

No – 0.4g) – Acrylates, 

nanocomposites

Yes Luminescent micropar-

ticles, barcodes

a)Data are for commercially available printers; b)Postprocessing thermal treatment needed; c)Ref. [184]; d)Ref. [187]; e)Ref. [194]; f)Ref. [201]; g)Ref. [204].
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optical functionality). Printed materials with graded compo-
sition and optical properties are still lacking. All such issues 
are critical for the future development of environmentally 
responsive optical systems, namely adaptive components 
which can self-tune their properties in response to external 
stimuli.[120,212,213]

Multidimensional System Integration: Photonics and opto-
electronics have been traditionally developed in planar 
configurations, with unavoidable limitations in terms of device 
architecture and density. AM technologies can potentially 
extend optoelectronic systems out of plane, but little has been 
done in this direction so far. This requires new design rules for 
single devices, as well as for their interconnects. Fully 3D wave-
guides with bent geometries can in principle lead to a more 
efficient connection of multiple optically active elements.[187]

Overall, there is already a lot of work on employing AM in 
a variety of photonic and optoelectronic applications, and the 
main challenge remains to move from prototyping to produc-
tion. One of the most exciting areas in research is related to 
architected materials with targeted optical properties, that are 
defined by material architecture and not by material chemistry 
or composition. These systems defy common associations, such 

as mechanical strength and density, or optical absorption and 
bandgap. Photonic crystals and electromagnetic metamaterials 
presented above are only a small part of the current revolution 
in architected materials. More efforts can be done in this direc-
tion, as currently being pursued in metamaterials with targeted 
mechanical properties.[214–219] There are still numerous oppor-
tunities for enhancing the properties and interconnectivity of 
optoelectronic devices, by exploring novel, fully 3D architec-
tures and AM of optically active materials.
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Table 2. Main challenges of AM technologies for fabrication of photonic and optoelectronic devices.

Additive technology Optical properties Spatial resolution Interface uniformity Uniformity of structure

Laser stereolithography Postprocessing treatment  

needed

Low – Rough surface and postpro-

cessing treatment needed

Digital light processing Postprocessing treatment  

needed

Low – Rough surface and postpro-

cessing treatment needed

Continuous digital light 

processing

– Satisfactory – Smooth surfaces

Multiphoton stereolithography Homogeneous optical properties 

of printed structures

Good Satisfactory for components with 

heterogeneous materials

Smooth surfaces

Fused deposition modeling Postprocessing treatment  

needed

Low – Rough surface and postpro-

cessing treatment needed

Direct ink writing Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Satisfactory Printing of functional multi-

materials in individual devices 

demonstrated

Tailorable upon control of process 

variables

Electrospinning Anisotropy of optical  

properties observed

Satisfactory Satisfactory for multimaterial 

processing

Tailorable upon control of process 

variables

Inkjet Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Low In situ and/or postprocessing 

annealing needed

Tailorable upon control of process 

variables

Polyjet Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Low Satisfactory for components with 

heterogeneous materials

Tailorable upon control of process 

variables

Filament-fed laser heating 

process

Homogeneous optical properties 

of printed structures

Low – Rough surface and postpro-

cessing treatment needed

Meniscus-guided 3D writing Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Good Satisfactory for components with 

heterogeneous materials

Smooth surfaces

Microcontact printing Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Good Satisfactory for components with 

heterogeneous materials

Smooth surfaces

Laser-induced forward transfer Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Low Postprocessing annealing needed Smooth surfaces after  

postprocessing treatment

Micro- and nanofluidics Anisotropy of optical  

properties observed

Good Satisfactory for components with 

heterogeneous materials

Smooth surfaces

Continuous flow lithography Properties of pristine  

materials preserved

Good Sharp interfaces Smooth surfaces
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